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ABSTRACT

Construction automation could benefit from long-reach, lightweight, dexterous, strong, and stiff

manipulators constructed from active structures (variable geometry trusses).  Unfortunately, the few

systems actually built to date have not delivered these desired characteristics (two such systems are

heavy, slow, not dexterous enough, and too flexible) due to lack of unified, integrated, optimized design.

This article presents a first step for integrated kinematic, static, dynamic, and control constraints in

structural optimization.  Workspace area, end-link angle, extension ratio, dexterity, and static loading are

all considered in comparisons of basic planar active structure modules which could be used as joints in

3D active structures for construction automation.
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1.  INTRODUCTION

Active structures (also referred to as Variable Geometry Trusses) have great potential as a tool in

construction automation.  They are statically determinate trusses where some of the members are linear

actuators, enabling the truss to articulate. The following are characteristics of active structures that

represent potential improvements over the state-of-the-art in large serial manipulators.  When properly

designed, all active structure members are loaded axially, thus increasing stiffness and load bearing

capability with a lightweight structure.  They are modular, with kinematically redundant degrees-of-

freedom (dof).  The redundancy can be used to optimize performance, including snake-like motion to

avoid obstacles.  An active structure has an open structure allowing routing of cables hoses, and other

utilities.

NASA originally developed the active structure concept for deployable space structures using 3D

double octahedral modules [1].  This concept was later extended for active damping of deployable space

structures [2] and use as a space crane [3].  A long-reach manipulator based on active structure modules

has also been proposed for nuclear waste remediation [4,5].  Many authors have presented results for

active structures, but the work has been almost exclusively in kinematics equations for Cartesian control

of active structures [6-11].  Unfortunately, it appears NASA is no longer pursuing active structures for

space due to smaller projects (although the Japanese Space Agency is still very much interested).

Active structures could be applied effectively for long-reach manipulators in construction

automation on earth.  However, due to gravity loading the design problem is more challenging than for

space applications.  Two different active structures realized in hardware for the 1G environment (PIPS at

NASA Kennedy Space Center [12] and SERS for the DOE [13]) have not lived up to the promise of

active structures because they are too heavy, too flexible, too slow, and not dexterous enough.  One

problem is complicated, offset joint design which decreases stiffness due to moment loading (ideally all
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loads should be axial).  In 3D active structure modules multiple independent spherical joints are required

at the same point.  Another major problem is the existing active structures have been designed in a

traditional serial fashion (kinematics then structures then controls).

The current authors contend that active structures are viable candidates for construction

automation in 1G.  This article presents a first step in integrated design optimization for active

structures.  The kinematics, dynamics, structural, and controls design must be considered in an integrated

manner if lightweight, dexterous, compact, stiff active structure manipulators are to be achieved.  This

article focuses on 2D active truss modules (2D and 3D active structure modules are surveyed in [14])

used for joints in construction robots.  Planar joints require only revolute joints so it is easier to design

the overall manipulator members for axial loading only.  3D motion can be obtained by combining

planar modules in perpendicular planes and/or using conventional rotary joints along the active structure.

This article considers kinematics, dynamics, workspace, dexterity, compactness, and static strut

loading for two basic planar active structure module designs:  the batten-actuated truss (BAT) and the

longeron-actuated truss (LAT).  All of these factors must be considered concomitantly because most are

competing factors and there are tradeoffs in design.  Standard structural optimization techniques may be

applied for overall manipulator design using these various factors as constraints, but the problem is

compounded due to the infinite configurations for active structures.  Using the results of this article, this

structural optimization can be pursued to produce viable construction automation manipulators.
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2.  BASIC MODULE CHARACTERISTICS

Figures 1 shows two basic choices for planar active structure articulation and resisting an

externally-applied vertical load FE (the batten-actuated truss, BAT and the longeron-actuated truss,

LAT).  LV and L0 are fixed length members and Li is a variable length which is varied to control the

angle θ i  (which gives the angle of link LV from the horizontal.  Another active module was considered,

a modified LAT, where LV is also variable.  This module presented good range of motion  but at the cost

of an extra actuator and the possibility of active structures which fold through themselves.  Therefore,

the focus of this article is the BAT and LAT modules.  The results in this section have L0 1= , LV = 2 ,

and 2 1 2 1− ≤ ≤ +Li .
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Figure 1a.  BAT Actuation Figure 1b.  LAT Actuation
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Figure 2a shows that θ i  for the BAT is very sensitive to changes in Li; also, the maximum angle

θ i  is only 45$  because the angle decreases back to zero after Li passes through 1.0.  If the full limits on

Li are allowed, both modules start and end with all members folded on the horizontal axis.  The LAT

angle kinematics are much preferable: the range is much larger (theoretically 180$ ) and the slope is

nearly linear in most of the range, as seen in Fig. 2b.  For practical active structures, tighter limits than

2 1 2 1− ≤ ≤ +Li  must be imposed.  The static force characteristics of Figs. 3a and 3b are similar:

high breakaway actuator forces required when the modules are folded up.  Both have reasonable actuator

forces (Fi, axial force required on active strut) in the useful motion range.  However, the maximum angle

range for the BAT is much more constrained than the LAT case (45$  vs. 180$ ).  Standard SI units are

used throughout this article: m for length, N for force; all angles are in degrees.
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3.  PLANAR ACTIVE STRUCTURE CHARACTERISTICS

The basic planar actuation schemes from the section above were combined to form basic planar

active structure joint modules: the three degree-of-freedom (dof) BAT and the four-dof LAT.  The

purpose of this section is compare the workspace, static loading, dexterity, and extension ratios of these

basic modules which can be used as joints in active structure manipulators for construction automation.

Figures 4 and 5 show four joints considered, the BAT and LAT with different fixed length relationships,

L LV = 2 0  and then L LV = 0.  For all cases, the joint limits were arbitrarily set to 0 450 0. L L Li≤ ≤

for comparison.

Figure 4a.  BAT Module, L LV = 2 0 Figure 4b.  LAT Module, L LV = 2 0

Figure 5a.  BAT Module, L LV = 0 Figure 5b.  LAT Module, L LV = 0
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3.1 Workspace

This section presents a comparison of the planar reachable workspace area for the above four

active structure joints.  Workspace determination for serial manipulators is well understood (e.g. [15]).

Workspace determination is not as straight-forward for parallel manipulators.  In this section the planar

workspace areas for the modules of Figs. 4 and 5 are determined by the appropriate combinations of

minimum and maximum actuator joint limits to trace the workspace boundary.  The x,y reachable

workspaces are shown in the figures below.  Dexterous workspace is defined as that area reachable for

all end-link orientations; this is generally null for active structures.  Attached to the workspace

boundaries below is an indication of end-link angle.  For each case, the horizontal end-link workspace is

a central vertical straight line (not shown).

Figure 6a.  BAT Workspace, L LV = 2 0 Figure 6b.  LAT Workspace, L LV = 2 0

Figure 7a.  BAT Workspace, L LV = 0 Figure 7b.  LAT Workspace, L LV = 0
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Table 1 summarizes the workspace areas (with L0 1= )  for the four cases, the end-link angle

ranges, and the unitless extension ratios (defined as the maximum extended height divided by the

minimum).  For this comparison, the LAT L LV = 2 0  is superior.

Area (m2) Angle (deg) Extension Ratio
BAT L LV = 2 0 0.65 ±57 2.20

LAT L LV = 2 0 1.47 ±73 4.80
BAT L LV = 0 0.20 ±34 1.25
LAT L LV = 0 0.90 ±68 1.97

Table 1.  Workspace and Extension Ratio Results

3.2  Statics

For the same four active structure joint cases from above, this section presents the static loading

on each member as the structure articulates through its workspace.  Closed-form equations were derived

from the static equilibrium requirement for each case.  It was discovered that the worst-case loading

member loading was encountered on the workspace boundary.  Figure 8 shows the BAT static loading

model including link numbering, where a downward negative force of FE = 500 N is externally applied

to each end-link node (the LAT model is similar).  For this loading case, Figs. 9 (BAT L LV = 2 0 ) and

Figs. 10 (LAT L LV = 2 0 ) show static axial force results for each of the nine links.  Each plot has the

same scale and shows the tension/compression loading on each member as the workspace boundary is

traced (the independent variable for each plot is the x coordinate of the workspace).  Table 2 summarizes

the maximum loads (+tension/-compression) and average loading for each member around the

workspace boundary (ave.) for the BAT and LAT cases.  Again, the LAT L LV = 2 0  is superior for
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static loading.  The BAT L LV = 0 and LAT L LV = 0 cases are not shown due to space constraints; both

of these cases experience less severe static loading than the two cases shown.
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Figure 8.  BAT Static Axial Forces Model

Link 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
BAT -5619 -5772 6009 -6341 -10230 -5772 6778 -1079 -1078
Ave. -1551 -2402 3575 -1844 -3836 -2402 2378 -614 -331
LAT -3043 -2378 2961 -3435 -4215 -2378 3051 -1079 -1079
Ave. -896 -986 1494 -1154 -1491 -986 1010 -550 -308

Table 2.  BAT and LAT ( L LV = 2 0 ) Static Axial Forces (N) Analysis Summary
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Figure 9.  BAT Axial Forces (N) Results, L LV = 2 0
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Figure 10.  LAT  Axial Forces (N) Results, L LV = 2 0
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3.3  Dexterity

In addition to workspace characteristics and static loading, dexterity was considered for the four

active structure joints under comparison.  Yoshikawa [18] proposes the manipulability index JJT  to

represent dexterity, where J is the manipulator Jacobian matrix.  Klein and Blaho [19] compare various

measures of dexterity for kinematically-redundant manipulators, including the manipulability index.

Dexterity for active structures is important because dexterity measures give an indication of how

close the active structure is to a kinematic singularity, where freedom to move in one or more Cartesian

directions is lost.  For example, JJT = 0 at a kinematically-singular configuration, and so we wish to

maximize the manipulability index to avoid singularities.  Due to the duality of velocity and force, static

structural loading is improved at singular configurations because large loads may be resisted with small

actuator forces (the load is largely taken by rigid members).  Therefore, while active structure

singularities are bad for Cartesian motion, they are generally good for static loading.

In this article, the dexterity measures considered are the manipulability index and the minimum

singular value for the module Jacobian matrix J (where J maps linear actuator rates �L  to Cartesian rates

� �X JL= ).  For 3-dof planar Cartesian motions, there are three singular values for each Jacobian matrix,

but only the minimum is compared to give the worst-case scenario in the second dexterity measure.  If

either dexterity measure is zero, the active structure module is in a singular configuration and has lost a

degree of freedom.  Higher values correspond to greater dexterity.

It was found that none of the four modules of Figs. 4 and 5 is ever singular (both dexterity

measures are always greater than zero over the entire translational and rotational workspace in each

case).  The BAT L LV = 2 0 case was found to have the highest dexterity, but this corresponds to a much

smaller workspace than the LAT L LV = 2 0 case.  Therefore, in this article, good dexterity is defined as
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singularity-free modules; all four modules meet this criterion and so dexterity is not a major module

design factor.  Further work is required in this area because when singularity-free (by virtue of joint

limits) planar modules are combined into general 3D active structures, kinematic singularities may

result.

3.4  BAT Sensitivity

This concludes the basic comparison of the four cases.  However, two more cases are presented

to investigate different joint limit effects.  In this section, BAT sensitivity is demonstrated by increasing

the actuating range of the variable members to 0 415 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤  (from 0 45 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤ ).  Such a

small change makes a large difference because this is the steep range on the θ i  vs. Li  curve of Fig. 2a.

Figure 11 and Table 3 show an amazing increase in workspace area and extension ratio due to this small

actuator limit change.  However, Table 4 shows the cost of this increased kinematic performance: the

static loading becomes extremely high in the compact configurations because the largely horizontal

actuators are asked to resist the vertical loading.

Figure 11.   BAT Workspace
0 45 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤  (left)   and   0 4150 0. L L Li≤ ≤  (right)

Area (m2) Angle (deg) Extension Ratio
0 45 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤ 0.65 ±57 2.2
0 415 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤ 1.73 ±84 13.7
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Table 3.  BAT Sensitivity Characteristics

Link 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Max. -56178 -39676 56053 -56329 -79139 -39676 46446 -6833 -6815
Ave. -15122 -12231 27028 -15319 -24067 -12231 134.8 -1600 -1393

Table 4.  BAT 0 415 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤   Static Axial Forces (N) Analysis Summary

If large extension ratios are required, it is possible to use passive springs to unload actuators in folded

configuration.  However, the BAT sensitivity and limited θ i  range are detriments to this module.

3.5  LAT Hydraulic Limits

The second additional analysis evaluates the LAT with an actuating range of

0 75 1250 0. .L L Li≤ ≤  which matches nominal hydraulic actuator joint limits (likely required for

operations in 1G).  Figure 12 and Table 5 show a decrease in kinematic performance (smaller workspace

and extension ratio) for this case, but the associated static loading in Table 6 is reduced, both compared

to the arbitrary 0 450 0. L L Li≤ ≤  limits in the above sections.

Figure 12.   LAT Workspace
0 45 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤  (left)   and   0 75 1250 0. .L L Li≤ ≤  (right)

Area (m2) Angle (deg) Extension ratio
0 45 0 0. L L Li≤ ≤ 1.47 ±73 4.8
0 75 1250 0. .L L Li≤ ≤ 1.25 ±58 1.7
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Table 5.  LAT Joint-Limit Characteristics

Link 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Max. -493 -1200 442 -1691 -700 -1200 1062 -523 -376
Ave. -158 -435 49 -575 -261 -435 38 -430 -13

Table 6.  LAT  0 75 1250 0. .L L Li≤ ≤   Static Axial Forces (N) Analysis Summary
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4.  CARTESIAN CONTROL OF ACTIVE STRUCTURES

As mentioned in the introduction, coordination of the various active structure actuator lengths to

achieve commanded Cartesian motions has been the focus of most prior efforts in this field (e.g. [6-11]).

This section presents a Cartesian control method similar to Salerno's approach [6], adapted from

conventional Cartesian control of kinematically-redundant serial manipulators.  The general  method is

rate-based local optimization and was first presented by Liegois [16].  For an excellent overview of this

topic with numerous references, please see [17].

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the active structure Jacobian matrix J maps n-dimensional linear

actuator rates �L  to m-dimensional Cartesian rates: � �X JL= .  If n>m, the active structure is

kinematically-redundant.  The basic equation for Cartesian trajectory following and performance

optimization is [16]:

( )� �L J X I J J z= + −+ +     (2)

where ( )J J JJT T+ −
=

1
 is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the rectangular Jacobian matrix,

( )I J J− +  is the null-space projection matrix, and z is a vector chosen to optimize a performance

objective (obstacle avoidance, joint limit avoidance, and singularity avoidance, among others [17]).  If

the active structure is in the neighborhood of a kinematic singularity, a singularity-robust singular value

decomposition (SVD) method may replace the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse.  Cartesian tracking error

will result in singular neighborhoods, but the SVD algorithm yields bounded results.

Figure 13 presents the block diagram for controlling an active structure using this Cartesian

method.  The commanded Cartesian velocity �X  for the active structure endpoint frame and the
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performance optimization vector z are inputs.  The resulting actuator length rates �L  are integrated to

actuator lengths L commanded to the active structure and achieved via linearized independent PID servo

controllers (Lactual is the vector of currently-sensed actuator lengths).

LX

z

L
+ + + -

J+ ∫
Lactual

( )I J J− +

TBM
Plant

Figure 13.  Cartesian Controller for Active Structures

This method applies to any general spatial active structure.  It can handle 3D active structures

composed of 3D joints or 2D joints such as the BAT and LAT compared in this article.  For instance,

Fig. 14 shows a spatial active structure comprised of two planar BAT (or LAT, depending on where the

linear actuators are placed) joints, connected in perpendicular planes and separated by a static truss

module.
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Figure 14.  Spatial Active Structure Composed of Planar Joints
A Cartesian control algorithm (the Virtual Serial Manipulator Control method) with potential

benefits over the method in this section has been developed and is presented in [11].  The basic idea is to

replace the complexity of the in-parallel-actuated modules with relatively simpler, kinematically-

equivalent, virtual serial manipulator chains.  This method has been successfully applied to control of

spatial DOE active structure hardware [13].  Details are beyond the scope of the current article.
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5.  CONCLUSION

Active structures (variable geometry trusses) have great potential as long-reach, lightweight,

strong and stiff manipulators for construction automation.  However, two active structure hardware

systems developed for 1G applications have not delivered these desirable characteristics due to lack of

integrated, optimized design.  For success, the designs must admit kinematic, dynamic, static, and

control constraints simultaneously rather than in a traditional serial fashion.  Figure 15 shows an

integrated, iterative design flow for active structures which will be pursued using the results of this

article.

Figure 15.  Integrated Active Structure Design Flow

Proposed 3D active structure modules work fine in theory but experience a large stiffness

knockdown in practical implementations, due to difficulty of constructing multiple independent passive

spherical joints at the same point.  Previous works in active structures have focused almost exclusively

on coordinating the desired Cartesian motion with the many linear actuators.  This article has focused on
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two basic planar active structure joint designs, the BAT and LAT modules.  3D articulating structures

may be formed by combining these joints in perpendicular planes.

The primary contribution of this article is consideration of workspace, extension ratio, dexterity,

and static loading in comparison of different planar joint designs.  Dynamics equations have been

developed (but not reported here), for the Section 2 modules.  Dynamics simulation was found to

exacerbate the high breakaway forces required in the static actuator force plots of Figs. 2b and 3b.  In

addition, a Cartesian control algorithm has been described, which should be considered during the active

structure design process rather than afterwards.

The BAT module is attractive at first due to high extension ratio.  However, both high sensitivity

of θi  to small changes in Li and small θi  range tend to make this candidate unsuitable for 1G operations

(unless passive springs can be employed to alleviate the extremely high actuator forces required).  The

LAT module (L LV = 2 0 case) was the clear choice in terms of the competing factors considered:

workspace area and end-link angle, extension ratio, dexterity, and static member loading.  Among these

factors, dexterity was found to be least important since all modules avoid singularities throughout their

workspaces.  However, dexterity will be a crucial issue in future work with 3D active structures

composed of 2D modules.  All these factors (plus dynamics and control algorithms) must be considered

simultaneously for effective active structures optimization.
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